
hodaya mauda
Local Guide . 36 reviews

a year ago

Kids aboard are wonderful! My kids have been going for more than a year, both are doing OT and 
speech, the staff is very professional and accommodating, the sensory gym has so many 
different activities and the therapists really engage with the kids while adhering to safety 
precautions with COVID. I can’t say enough great things about them. I highly recommend Kids 
aboard therapy to everyone.

Rachel Faiton
2 reviews

2 years ago

Kids aboard are wonderful! My kids have been going for more than a year, both are doing 
OT and speech, the staff is very professional and accommodating, the sensory gym has 
so many different activities and the therapists really engage with the kids while adhering 
to safety precautions with COVID. I can’t say enough great things about them. I highly 
recommend Kids aboard therapy to everyone.

mcharter5430
6 reviews

a year ago

This is a great place to bring your child for any type of Therapy. My daughter recieves 
Occupational Therapy here twice a week and it has been a great experience. She looks forward 
to her appointments every week. The facility is private and clean. They are also very flexible and 
work around your schedule. I would definitely recommend this place to all parents looking for 
the right place to bring your child for Therapy. Her therapist Chaya Posner is the best. Very 
patient and knowledgable which really helps because my daughter is a handful to deal with and 
a challenge. I couldn't have picked a better place!

N R
2 reviews

10 months ago

This is a great place to bring your child for any type of Therapy. My daughter recieves 
Occupational Therapy here twice a week and it has been a great experience. She looks forward 
to her appointments every week. The facility is private and clean. They are also very flexible and 
work around your schedule. I would definitely recommend this place to all parents looking for 
the right place to bring your child for Therapy. Her therapist Chaya Posner is the best. Very 
patient and knowledgable which really helps because my daughter is a handful to deal with and 
a challenge. I couldn't have picked a better place!

Chany Itkin
3 reviews

11 months ago

My son has been working with therapists from Kids Abroad and we are so, so pleased
They are well trained, creative, and have great parent communication!

shoshana Gottfried
5 reviews

a year ago

I feel so lucky to have found Kids Aboard Therapy. My son is 6 years old and LOVES coming 
here.   Chaya, is absolutely amazing with our son.  We are so happy to have found chaya she is 
an amazing occupational therapist. Look no further.

Amanda McLaughlin
3 reviews

a year ago

Chaya has been with our child for OT for about a year. There has been so much growth even the 
teachers notice a difference. She is Creative, thorough and caters to the child’s individual needs. 
I highly recommend.

Five Stars Review
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